The estimation of 3D human pose from a single image can be implemented in the way of large-scale image retrieval. For a given input image, a few similar images are retrieved from the database consisting of human figure images annotated with 3D human poses; then the 3D poses corresponding to retrieved images serve as the pose estimates of input image. This retrieval-based method sounds too simple, but it works if two conditions are met: (i) sufficient data and (ii) good image matching algorithm. Sufficient data can be generated by means of 3D character rendering software and various human motion data. As for good image matching algorithm, here we employ the chamfer distance which has proved to be an effective tool for shape comparison in many works. However, applying the chamfer distance, as well as other good imagematching algorithms, to large-scale problem would lead to high time requirements. In order to address this computational issue, here we propose an approximate chamfer distance which is capable of achieving significant efficiency improvements with slight accuracy loss: over three hundred times faster than exact chamfer distance in current implementation.
The computation of Distance Transform (DT) of database images (contours) is the bottleneck of computing chamfer distance. The central idea of approximate chamfer distance is the use of low-dimensional representation of DT to replace the exact DT in chamfer distance. The subspace of DT is learned to capture the major variances of DTs of all database images. We then compute offline and store the lowdimensional subspace coefficients for all DTs of database images. The chamfer distance is rewritten as an inner-product of two lower-dimensional vectors: subspace coefficients and eigen chamfer distances. The efficiency obtained by using subspace approximation is that the overall computation of chamfer distance is decomposed into online and offline parts, and by offline computation the majority of computing cost can be reduced. In addition, we propose a partially approximate chamfer distance which is a hybrid of approximate and exact chamfer distances.
The human pose database contained 14,964 human figure images rendered in various 3D poses and view angles. Three levels of subspace approximation were tested. Table 1 shows the estimation accuracy achieved in the case of partial database images as queries. The approximate chamfer distance using 100 eigenvectors and partially approximate distances at any approximation level attained close accuracy to Hiroaki Kudo *
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The estimation of 3D human pose from a single image can be implemented in the way of large-scale image retrieval. For a given input image, a few similar images are retrieved from the database consisting of human figure images annotated with 3D human poses; then the 3D poses corresponding to retrieved images serve as the pose estimates. This method is simple but works if two conditions are met: (i) sufficient data and (ii) a good image matching algorithm. Sufficient data can be generated by using 3D character rendering software and various human motion data. As for matching algorithm, here we employ the chamfer distance which has proved to be an effective tool in many related works. However, applying the chamfer distance to large-scale problem would lead to high time requirements. Thus, here we propose an efficient approximate chamfer distance which uses the subspace representation of Distance Transform (DT) in computing chamfer distance so that the major computation can be done offline. We show in experiments that the approximate chamfer distance achieved competitive estimation performance but over three hundred times speedup gain in comparison with the exact chamfer distance.
Introduction
From any image of human figure in unknown pose, people can effortlessly figure out the human pose immediately. Researchers are trying to equip the computer with the similar ability of estimating 3D human pose from a single image. There are many related applications can be foreseen in the areas of human-computer interface, multimedia, digital broadcasting, and so on. Model-based methods such as fitting 3D model (10) (16) or 2D model (7) (9) (18) , and learning-based methods including local weighted regression (14) , Mixture of Experts (15) , Mixture of Gaussian Models (12) and Relevance Vector Machine (RVM)
(1) (17) , have been already proposed. Unfortunately, these methods are thus far incapable of dealing with complex poses.
Finding the optimal pose estimate is so hard due to the high-dimensional state space combined with the unknown factors like parts occlusion, appearance variation and varying view position. Alternatively, finding a few promising poses shall be a reasonable objective. In this paper we propose a simple yet powerful retrieval method to achieve this goal. Suppose we have a large number of human figure images annotated with 3D poses, from which we will retrieve a few examples similar to the in- * Graduate School of Information Science, Nagoya University, Furo-cho, Chikusa-ku, Nagoya, Aichi 464-8603 * * Information Security Promotion Agency, Nagoya University, Furo-cho, Chikusa-ku, Nagoya, Aichi 464-8603 put image and their corresponding poses are regarded as the pose estimates for the input image. Intuitively, this method is capable of dealing with complex poses if two conditions are met: (i) sufficient data and (ii) a good image matching algorithm. Sufficient data can be generated by means of 3D character rendering software and various human motion data. There are many choices of image matching algorithms and here we employ the chamfer distance which has proved to be an effective tool for shape comparison in many works of object recognition. However, applying the chamfer distance -as well as other good matching algorithms -to large-scale problem would lead to high time requirements. To address this issue, here we propose an approximate chamfer distance by using subspace approximation technique. With slight loss in matching accuracy, the approximate chamfer distance achieves significant efficiency improvements: over three hundred times faster than the exact chamfer distance. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Sec. 2 reviews related work. Sec. 3 describes the detail of the approximate chamfer distance. Sec. 4 presents and discusses experimental results regarding synthesis and real images. Sec. 5 concludes this paper.
Related Work
In this section we first review the previous work on human pose estimation from a single image, and then introduce some efficient chamfer matching techniques that are related to our work.
Agarwal and Triggs (1) proposed a method to infer human poses from a silhouette shape descriptor by using Relevant Vector Machine (RVM), and recently an extension of a mixture of RVM was proposed by Thayananthan et al. (17) . Rosales and Sclaroff (12) proposed Specialized Mappings Architecture (SMA), which first infers candidate poses based on a Mixture of Gaussian model, and then selects the pose with maximum likelihood by comparing the CG rendering of inferred poses to input image. Elgammal and Lee (6) inferred human poses by interpolating representative points in the learned lowdimensional image manifold for special activity. The main advantages of learning-based approaches are fast estimation and compact model size. However, their performances need to be further investigated because experimental results have mostly regarded limited actions
(1) (6) (17) . Shakhnarovich et al. (14) developed an efficient search algorithm called parameter sensitive hashing (PSH) that uses a set of hash functions to quickly index neighbors of an input image from a large database. The PSH algorithm is interesting because the chosen hash functions can reflect pose similarity. Athitsos et al. (3) proposed a distance-approximating embedding algorithm called BoostMap for 3D hand pose retrieval from large databases. They used Adaboost to learn this embedding that maps the chamfer distance into Euclidean space, significantly reducing the computational cost of chamfer distance. Later, they extended the BoostMap algorithm to a cascade version (2) that only applies slower and more accurate approximations to the hardest cases.
Human Pose Retrieval using Approximate Chamfer Distance
As already introduced in introduction, we estimate 3D human pose from a single image by using the strategy of pose retrieval. For a given input image, we use chamfer distance to retrieve a few candidate images from a large database consisting of human figure images annotated with the 3D human poses. The poses corresponding to retrieved images are regarded as the promising poses for the input image. The chamfer distance is not suitable for large-scale matching problem and we propose an approximate chamfer distance which significantly reduces the computational cost with only slight accuracy loss.
The subsequent subsections describe in turn the chamfer distance, the approximate chamfer distance and an image normalization method used before chamfer matching.
Chamfer Distance
The similarity between two silhouette images can be measured using chamfer distance (4) . The chamfer distance is efficient for it does not explicitly make point correspondences between two contours, where the contour means a set of edge points sampled on the silhouette image's boundary. Suppose we have two contours to compare, one is the query Q = {q} and the other is a template T = {t}. The chamfer distance from T to Q is measured as the mean value of distances between points in the template to their closest points in the query:
where N T is the number of points in T and || · || can be any norm, eg., Euclidian or Cityblock. The chamfer distance can be efficiently computed by first calculating the distance transform (DT) of the Q using the two-pass algorithm (4) . The value of each pixel in the DT Q is the distance from this pixel to the closest pixel in the Q:
Thus, the min operation in (1) becomes a simple look-up or a correlation, and Equation (1) is expressed as follows
However, the chamfer distance d
cham . To better measure the similarity between two contours, it is preferable to using the symmetric chamfer distance:
which is the average of chamfer distances from bidirections.
Approximate Chamfer Distance
Although the chamfer distance is efficient to compute, it would still cause a computational issue when the task is large-scale matching problem. To address this issue, we propose an efficient approximate chamfer distance. The computation of DT of database images (contours) is the bottleneck of applying chamfer distance to large-scale matching problem. The central idea of approximate chamfer distance is thus to use low-dimensional subspace representation of DT to replace the exact DT in chamfer distance. The subspace of DT is learned to capture the major variances of DTs of all database images. The main components of learned subspace are the mean vector m and the first k eigenvectors, { e i } k i=1 . We then compute offline and store the subspace coefficients,
for all DTs of database images. Each database DT can thus be approximately represented by the following linear combination,
By replacing the DT Q in the formula of chamfer distance (3) with the subspace approximation (5), it is straightforward to derive the approximate chamfer distance. The approximate chamfer distance is expressed as follows: 
T is the vector of eigen chamfer distances -the chamfer distances from T to mean vector and eigenvectors of DT subspace. As a result, the subspace approximation to chamfer distance d
cham is expressed by an inner-product of the eigen coefficients of DT Q and the eigen chamfer distances of T .
In a similar way, we can obtain the expression of approximate chamfer distance d
where f
T is the vector of eigen coefficients of DT T and eigen chamfer distances, respectively.
The benefit of above approximation is that the computation of symmetric chamfer distance is decomposed into online and offline parts. The online part includes the computations of eigen chamfer distances d eigen }, for all database examples. Thus, the efficiency obtained from subspace approximation is that the majority of computing cost can be finished by offline computation.
Partially Approximate Chamfer Distance
We also propose a partially approximate chamfer distance whose computation is half approximate and half exact. Assume that the exact chamfer distance represents the accurate measure, then the accuracy of approximate chamfer distance relies on how well DT Q and DT T are characterized by the selected 1 : k eigenvectors. In other words, the error by the approximate chamfer distance equals the residuals projected on the k + 1 : N eigenvectors,
Error by d
The error introduced by d
cham is small and controllable since the approximation to database DTs is reasonable good if sufficient eigenvectors are used; whereas the error introduced by d
cham is unpredictable since it depends on whether the input image is well-characterized by the selected eigenvectors. To constrain error, we propose the partially approximate chamfer distance which uses the approximate computation for d 
cham in the way of exact chamfer distance. Table 1 summarizes the definitions of the approximate, partially approximate and exact chamfer distances.
Image Normalization
Chamfer distance is not invariant to scale and translation, so we have to normalize the input image before matching it to database images. First, the foreground within the input image has to be scaled in accordance with database images. We make use of a regression model learned from database images to determine the scaling ratio for input image. From database images, we learned a multivariate linear regression model between the area A of foreground region and an invariant shape descriptor: 10 Hu moments {h i } of foreground region, so that for every database image its area of foreground region can be properly inferred from its Hu moments, such as
where the weight parameters {w i } 10 i=1 are determined using the stochastic ridge regression algorithm.
Depending on the above regression model, we infer for input image the proper area A inf erred of foreground that is likely to be aligned with database images. The scaling ratio is then computed as the squared root of the inferred area A inf erred divided by the original area A original . Next, the scaled foreground region based on that ratio is moved to the center of a new image which has the same image size (100 × 100) as database image. As a summary, the following expression is used for image normalization: 
Experiments
To evaluate the performance of the approximate chamfer distance, we conducted serval pose estimation experiments. The exact chamfer distance was used in the experiment for comparison. The estimation quality is evaluated from three aspects: accuracy, processing time and memory consumption. The accuracy is calculated with respect to ground-truth when query is database image, and by subjective assessment when query is real image.
Human Pose Database
The database contains 14,964 human figure images in various poses, rendered using a famous animation and character design package called Poser (5) . The motion data are obtained from the website (11) and 1247 frames of them were used to generate database images. For each frame 12 silhouette images were rendered from equally spaced viewing angles and edge images were computed from silhouette images. Edge images were stored in the database, as well as the corresponding 3D poses (3D positions of 19 key joints). Some examples are shown in Fig.1 .
Learning DT Subspace
To learn the subspace of DT, for all database images DTs were computed using Manhattan distance † . 3000 examples which were randomly chosen from all DTs served as the training data. These DTs were reshaped into a large 10000×3000 matrix D, with each column vector representing one DT. Since the number of training data is lower than image dimension 10000, it is efficient to compute eigenvectors of D T D alternative to the covariance matrix DD T . If the number of training data exceeds the image dimension, it is better to employ a rather efficient EM-based algorithm (13) which iteratively computes the leading k eigenvectors. We retained the first 100 eigenvectors whose accumulated variances reached 99.5% of the total variance in the training set. The eigen coefficients for all DTs were computed and stored into database.
Experiment Setup
In order to evaluate the performance of subspace approximation in detail, three approximation levels were investigated, including 20, 50 and 100 eigenvectors whose accumulated variances are 95%, 99% and 99.5% of the total variance in the training set, respectively. Hence there are seven distances used in the experiment: three approximate chamfer distances, three partially approximate chamfer distances † The preliminary experimental results showed that the subspace approximation to DTs computed using Manhattan distance achieved superior accuracy than using Euclidean distance. 
Methods
Approximate Partially approximate Exact m=20 m=50 m=100 m=20 m=50 m=100
and the exact chamfer distance. The exact chamfer distance used in experiment is an accelerated version by storing DTs for all database images. The experimental results are illustrated in the following subsections.
Experimental results on Database Images
We conducted two trials using part of database images as queries. In each trial, 2,000 queries were selected at random from database and remaining images were used for retrieval. The candidate poses for each query include the kNN poses retrieved, plus additional poses having the same configurations as retrieved kNN but from ±30 biased view angles † † . We determine the retrieval error as the minimum value of distances -the root mean square error (RMSE) of all 3D joint positions-calculated between the ground truth of query and all candidate poses. If the retrieval error is lower than the threshold 4 cm † † † , we judge it a fine retrieval. Table 2 summarizes the retrieval accuracy achieved by using different distances. The numbers shown are the percentages of fine retrieval in terms of different number of kNNs and eigenvectors; k = 1, 3, 5, 7, 10 indicate the number of kNN and m = 20, 50, 100 the number of eigenvectors. The table shows that the more eigenvectors are used, the closer approximate and partially approximate chamfer distances can approach the accuracy of the exact chamfer distance. In the case 20 eigenvectors are used, the approximate chamfer distances played the worst, having averagely 15% loss from the exact chamfer distance; while the partially approximate chamfer distances are very close to exact chamfer distance, having averagely merely 3% loss. In the case of using 100 eigenvectors, both approximate and partially approx- Fig. 3 . Examples of image normalization imate chamfer distances (at any approximation level) achieved good qualities which are slightly less than the exact chamfer distance.
Experimental results on Real Images
We collected 50 sports images using Google's image search engine. The background contents were removed by simple image processing, and image noise remained occasionally due to high image complexity. These images were normalized by means of the method described in Sec. 3.4. Although imperfect, the normalized results are adequate for chamfer matching. Some examples of normalization are shown in Fig. 3 , in which the first to third rows are input color images, silhouette images before and after normalization, respectively, and the last row shows the edge images extracted from the normalized images.
We retrieved poses from database for these normalized images. Since ground-truth poses are unavailable for real images, we evaluate the retrieval quality in a subjective way. The retrieved poses were classified into three groups: (G1) good; (G2) medium; (G3) bad, according to subjective assessment. We calculated the percentage of members in each group and the result is summarized in Table 3 . We have to acknowledge that neither distance achieved satisfactory estimates in the case of real images, however, we can conclude that the approximate chamfer distances (at any approximation level) outperformed the exact chamfer distance. Examples of the 1-NN images retrieved by using different distances are shown in Fig.4 . The fourth example in the figure is one typical result where the pose was wrongly understood by the exact chamfer distance but the poses retrieved by approximate chamfer distances were much closer to the true 3D pose. The reason why approximate chamfer distances performed slightly better might be that the subspace approximation somehow makes approximate chamfer distance more insensitive to the shape variations in real images ( i.e., clothes, body size). A further investigation into the effect of subspace approximation will be continued.
Empirical Computational Complexity
The PC used to run above experiments has an Intel Pentium 4 3.2 GHz CPU and 1 GB RAM. Table 4 gives the comparison of time and memory usages required by the approximate, partially approximate and accelerated exact chamfer distances. The table shows that the approximate chamfer distance takes only 0.5s to complete 14, 964 matches, which is equivalent to over 300 times and over 2 times faster than the normal and accelerated exact chamfer distances, respectively; the partially chamfer approximate distance too outperforms the accelerated exact chamfer distance. The advantage of approximate chamfer distance is equally remarkable with respect to memory usage. Approximate chamfer distance took 4 ∼ 20% of memory taken by the accelerated exact chamfer distance. To further clarify the memory usage in our code implementation, the accelerated exact chamfer distance used unsigned int-precision to store DTs while the approximate chamfer distance used double-precision to store necessary data. Though, in approximate chamfer distance double-precision can be replaced by single-precision with negligible accuracy loss so that the memory requirement can be further reduced 50%.
Even if the database increases to ten times current size, the time and memory usages required by the approximate chamfer distance would still lie within an acceptable range, due to the growth rate of eigenvectors is far slower than that of database.
Rotation Problem
Since the image normalization routine can only handle the variations of translation and scaling, at present our method is incapable of dealing with the case of tilted human figure. In our ongoing research, we are extending our method to handle the rotation problem via two solutions: (i) add rotated versions of training images into database; (ii) examine all rotated versions of the test image.
Conclusions
We proposed an approximate chamfer distance to estimate 3D human pose from a single image. The central idea of approximate chamfer distance is the use of low-dimensional representation of Distance Transform in chamfer distance so that the major computation of chamfer distance can be done offline. In addition, we propose a partially approximate chamfer distance which is a hybrid of approximate and exact chamfer distances.
The experiments on database images show that the proposed approximate and partially approximate chamfer distances achieved over three hundred speedup gain and yet competitive estimation performance in comparison with the exact chamfer distance. The experiments on real images show the superior estimation performance of the approximate chamfer distance over the Fig. 4 . Examples of the 1-NN images as well as corresponding 3D poses retrieved by using different distances exact chamfer distance.
In our future work, we aim to further improve the method by augmenting the database to 500 thousand image-pose pairs. In addition, we are interested in applying the approximate chamfer distance to other largescale computer vision problems, for example, 3D hand pose estimation and object recognition. A similar idea (8) has been already proposed for object recognition problem. We plan to make a theoretical and empirical comparison between two approximate means.
